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‘My boyfriend kept feeding me. Then I realised he'd a fat fetish’
‘My boyfriend kept feeding me. Then I realised he’d a fat fetish’

ALEX thought John had been perfect — he wanted her to change her body
until she realised.
“In 2012, I happened to be 18 together with simply finished 12. 12 months
Right Here, she is told by her tale.
When I waited to know whether I’d caused it to be onto a physiotherapy program at college, I became doing work
in a restaurant. Over a length of six months, I’d a frequent consumer: a high lanky man, by having a dense crop of
dark locks and also the most startling bright blue eyes. We’d frequently have small chats, after which he’d
disappear once more, leaving me personally planning to learn about him.
Finally, 1 day, he called me up to one other side of this countertop and nervously asked me whether I’d get on a
night out together with him. We easily consented. We went for the coffee, plus the conversation flowed. John
ended up being 25 and learning for a qualification in technology at college. He had been an outdoors type that liked
training. Inspite of the seven-year age space, we became instantaneously inseparable and dropped in love. I’d had
some sexual encounters and casual boyfriends during my teenagers, but I’d never ever had a proper relationship.
Two months later on, John began a discussion as to what we had been both drawn to actually. “You understand he
said that I like girls with curves, right. In the right time, I became 65 kilos and 173cm high. Nevertheless, We ended
up being skinny that is n’t. We had constantly had a curved base and decent sized C glass breasts. He then
explained that do not only did he like curvy females, but he additionally liked the work of creating them curvier. He
said he’d always desired to be thicker himself, but no real matter what he did, he simply couldn’t gain weight.
I did son’t determine what he suggested in the right time, or that which was waiting for you. We never ever had any
human body problems, although like teenage girls that are most We had desired to be skinnier. We used to do lots
of sit-ups looking for a tummy that is flat. In a few means, it felt liberating to be with a man that liked their ladies just
a little curvier. I thought, ‘Great, i could consume whatever i’d like, and he’s nevertheless planning to find me
personally attractive. ’

Moments and chocolate
In the beginning, he made changes that are little. He’d encourage me to eat dessert if we went out to dinner. Me to
have extras if he cooked, he’d invite. Or he’d buy a huge block of chocolate, designed for me personally. He then
explained for us to grow my belly that he would find it very sexy. He seemed therefore excited by the outlook that I
went along side it. If I’d gained a couple of kilos, i’dn’t mind me more attractive because he’d find. We reasoned
it might be simple to lose the extra weight, & most notably, he would be made by it pleased. Therefore I
consented.
John did all of the cooking. We ate pretty healthily, lots of vegetables, meat and never carbs that are many. But, the
thing that is big part size and dessert. He’d consume a fairly sized part while mine ended up being massive. It had
been difficult at the start, then again consuming a complete lot became a habit.
John kept pictures of this development of my belly. Every shot had been captioned with my increasing fat. He
praised me personally for every single kilo gained. If we’d had a huge dinner, he’d scrub my belly when I
consumed. Often he’d also weigh me personally before and after having a meal to see if I’d gained anything.
Once I weighed in at 75 kilos, one of my friend’s mothers said that we seemed better with some more weight. She
utilized the expression “womanly” it was a problem so I didn’t think.
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“You are incredibly hot and sexy”
The larger my belly got, the greater switched on he ended up being. While having sex, he’d jiggle my stomach and
wobble my thighs. “Look at just how you’re that is big! ” he’d exclaim. “God, you may be therefore hot and sexy.
” I became taught to equate being complete with being horny, and fatter that is getting to be more appealing. John
enjoyed us to wear super tight garments. I experienced a red and shirt that is white wore once I had been sixteen.
He’d just like me to put on it during intercourse. It had been so tight my boobs bulged throughout the top. Then
he’d grab my love handles that splayed out and pat my belly. We began to benefit from the stress of this clothes
that are tight and became fired up by it too.
After having a year, we relocated in together. We’d usually be nude in the home because we had been both
therefore confident with one another. He’d be saturated in admiration for my human body. He’d cook, and we’d
consume right in front associated with tv. Then he’d fill my plate up once again, without asking.
As college became more stressful, we started comfort consuming. But because John offered me a great deal
reinforcement that is positive it wasn’t an issue. ‘Who cares the things I appear to be, myself, ‘the individual
Everyone loves, loves my own body. ’ We thought to’
Even though I happened to be changing my garments with larger sizes, we never ever realised that I happened to
be theoretically overweight. I happened to be residing out of the house, along with your friends don’t say, “Holy
crap, you’ve gotten fat considering tattoo porn that the final time I saw you. ”
Truth sets in
Then your despair began. I’m not sure it had been straight associated, but We started initially to feel unsightly. In
36 months from 2012, I’d gone from 65 to 95 kilos. John started initially to feel encouraged and guilty us to work
out. Then again I’d have a period that is stressful college, and I’d overeat.
Then we went along to see their household in north brand brand New Southern Wales. The household chose to
rise a hill together. Nonetheless, I experienced to avoid every few actions, when I ended up being therefore obese
and unfit. We felt ashamed. Everybody was overtaking me personally, including their sixty-year-mother. Then John
explained that their dad had thought to him, “Oh, we see you like big girls. ” It annoyed me personally which they
didn’t touch upon my personality.
In hindsight, John had been managing in other methods, I experienced to complete the bathroom in a particular
method, or he instructed me personally just just exactly how he liked me personally to shower. It further impacted
my psychological state. Once I had been stressed, the facade within my confidence within my human body would
break and couldn’t be fixed by him stating that we seemed stunning. At those points, i did son’t wish to be popular
with him, i needed become appealing to everyone else.
Tinder and a brand new town
I quickly had been delivered for a uni positioning in a country town that is small. I’d become jealous of my friends’
abilities to explore the city, without getting puffed. I realised I had a need to alter. Nevertheless I was John that is
n’t sure would have now been effective at changing his fetish. Before a call home, we told him I was going to lose
some weight and start a proper exercise regimen that I needed to make some changes. Once I came back he had
been at the job but he’d left an email having said that. “I’ve brought you a shock! ” We seemed across the
apartment but i really couldn’t see their present. Then I started the refrigerator, and there have been two
cheesecakes that are full-size an apple cake and three bins of chocolates. That’s when we realised which he
wasn’t supportive of exactly what we truly desired, as he’d led me onto to trust.
Possibly it had been a indication but we mutually agreed upon a available relationship. Surviving in a town that is
small I’d lots of matches on Tinder, despite being 85 kilos. The conversations had been flirty and I also got
compliments about my feeling of humour and about my own body. During our times, perhaps not as soon as did
anybody jiggle my thighs or rub my stomach. They desired to have intercourse with my human body because it is at
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that minute. Despite being 10 kilos thicker than we wanted to be, I happened to be still since sexy as hell. I knew
then, i possibly could remain within my fat that is present or weight and I’d nevertheless be in a position to attract
guys.
In September 2016, despite loving John, it absolutely was our distinction in character and that which we regarded
as gorgeous that caused our breakup. I actually do maybe perhaps not be sorry for the relationship however. It
assisted me realise as i wish that it is my body and I will do with it. But more to the point, culture is shallow. Desire
changes and obviously, therefore does your bodyweight. However it should not ever determine your very own
sense of worth. ”
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